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11. Sikkens Prize 2017, Visual Identity
Sikkens Foundation, 2017

60 grams paper / 3 pantone / 690 x 460mm / print
run: 600 / envelop: 120 grams paper / 2 pantone /
printer: robstolk / Silver European Design Award
2017 / ADCN Award 2018 nomination
Silver European Design Award 2018

The design for the Sikkens Prize award ceremony honoring Hella
Jongerius consists of a series of three sheets of test prints. As a result
the various graphic works have become a visual representation of the
design process without simply adhering to the idiom of Jongerius’ own

colour research. Turning the design itself into an exploration rather than a
hermetic ‘finished’ product, allows it to reflect on its subject, in this case colour
(the Sikkens Foundation) and Hella Jongerius.

11. Sikkens Prize 2017, Visual Identity
Sikkens Foundation, 2017

The envelope is cut out from a test sheet 2, containing two pantone colours.

11. Sikkens Prize 2017, Visual Identity (programme)
Sikkens Foundation, 2017

The invitation has had an extra print run of 800 sheets. Along with test sheet 3
(50x70 cm) these have been used in the program booklet. The two test sheets have
been combined cross fold and bound by a single staple. On the inside of the folded
page a test sheets is visible while the exterior displays the program text in grey print.

11. Sikkens Prize 2017, Visual Identity (programme)
Sikkens Foundation, 2017

09. Siba Sahabi, publication
Siba Sahabi, 2016

32 pages / full colour + 1 pantone / foil block /
152 x 205mm / print run: 800 / printer: robstolk /
Gold European Design Award 2017

A brochure showing the paper sculptures of designer Siba Sahabi. The layered
positioning of the paper in the back of the booklet is a reference to the type of
craft that Siba uses. This element of creating layers returns in the inside of the
booklet.

09. Siba Sahabi, publication
Siba Sahabi, 2016

10. Kettal catalogue 2014, 2016, 2017
Kettal outdoor furniture, 2014 – 2016

312 pages / full colour + 2 pantone / linnen hardcover / embossing /
200 x 280mm / print run: 9000 / printer: Ingoprint /
Finalist European Design Award 2018 (Kettal catalogue 2018)

Kettal is a design brand for outdoor furniture. Since its start in 1964, Kettal has had
an international ambition with its innovative designs. Today, Kettal works with the
most renowned names in international design: Jasper Morrison, Ronan & Erwan
Bouroullec, Patricia Urquiola and Rodolfo Dordoni.

10. Kettal catalogue 2014, 2016, 2017
Kettal outdoor furniture, 2014 – 2016

Silver European Design Award 2017

10. Kettal catalogue 2018, 2019, 2020
Kettal outdoor furniture, 2017 – 2019

04. Public Space magazine no. 1 / 3 / 4
Design Academy Eindhoven, 2011 – 2013

80 pages / 195 x 280 + 110 x 287mm /
full colour + 2 pantone / different paper types /
print run: 1000 / printer: Lecturis

04. Public Space magazine nr. 3 / 5
Design Academy Eindhoven, 2011 – 2013

13. Postage stamps, Public transport in
the Netherlands, from then to now
PostNL, 2019

stamp size: 36x25mm / sheet size: 108x150mm /
2 pantone + full colour / print run: 92000 sheets /
printer: Joh. Enschedé, Haarlem

Both sheets of PostNL postage stamps pay homage to the main modes
of public transport in our country: trams, rapid transit, city and regional
busses, local, intercity and international trains, and ferry lines.

Each sheet represents a journey through the Netherlands and features various
distinctive landscapes, seasons and weather conditions, ranging from cityscape
to countryside, from suburb to center, and from summer to winter. Together the
12 different routes connect each of the 12 Dutch provinces.

13. Postage stamps, Public transport in
the Netherlands, from then to now
PostNL, 2019

The four different colors that relate to nature and the seasons; green,
orange-brown, blue, and gray. Where each vehicle is sharply in focus,
the blurred background suggests movement. Similar to the view from, for
example, a speeding train. The stamps are arranged in topographical order.

The city of Maastricht in the lower right, Goes in the lower left and Groningen in
the upper right corner. On the selvages, parallel to the perforation, I listed the
names of the towns serviced by public transit. Northern place names along the
top edge, those from the East along the right edge, etc.

15. Fair Practice Code, Identity and brochure
Kunsten ‘92, 2021

72 pagina’s / 3 pantone / 170 x 234 mm /
print run: 1000 / printer: NPN drukkers

12. Book Burnings: An Anthology,
Atelier Yuri Veerman, 2017

404 pages / black / 135 x175mm / Japanese folding /
print run: limited / printer robstolk /
Gold European Design Award 2018
Gold Cube, ADC 98th Annual Awards 2019

The publication, printed entirely in black and white, consists of 404 pages
containing fragments of 20 books that have at one time or another either been
forbidden or burnt somewhere. Books such as: Alice in Wonderland, Mein Kampf,
American Psycho, and Harry Potter. The book pages has a Japanese folding:

each fragment is printed in coded form on the outside of the folded pages. For this
purpose I created a typeface, built up out of squares. Starting with a very light grey ‘A’
the letters gradually increase in intensity. Culminating in a black ‘Z’, they form 26 shades
of ash grey. After tearing open the Japanese folds a legible version of the text appears.

12. Book Burnings: An Anthology,
Atelier Yuri Veerman, 2017

12. Book Burnings: An Anthology,
Atelier Yuri Veerman, 2017

14. Opon Up
PON, 2019

20 pages / 7 pantone / 155 x 205mm /
6 different paper types / print run: 600 /
printer: robstolk / Nomination European
Design Award 2020

05. Mandatory Christmas Cards
Thijs Verbeek, 2015

1 pantone / print run: 300 / printer: Terts /
Bronze European Design Award 2015

07. Sikkens Prize 2015, Visual Identity
Sikkens Foundation, 2015

folding sheet / 8 pages / 4 pantone / diecut /
print run: 2000 / printer: robstolk

The Sikkens Prize 2015 was awarded to British architect David Chipperfield.
Chipperfield’s architecture is informed by understanding and interpretation of
the specific context of each case. The dialogue with all parties involved is an
determining factor in the quality of Chipperfield’s work.

For this design I linked the use of colour to Chipperfield’s design approach.
By connecting a certain shape to an attributed colour and consequently to a
surrounding shape (context), various colour contrasts emerge, referring to the
colour theory of Johannes Itten.

07. Sikkens Prize 2015, Visual Identity (programme)
Sikkens Foundation, 2015

12 pages / 300 grams cardboard / 3 pantone /
diecut / 235 x 320mm / print run: 600 / printer: robstolk /
Bronze European Design Award 2016

Another important aspect of Chipperfield’s work is the connection of the site
location with its history. This is emphasised by mentioning all previous winners
(e.g. Le Corbusier, Bridget Riley, Gerrit Rietveld) whose names form a timeline
circling around the cut out square.

08. David Chipperfield The embedded nomad
Sikkens Foundation / Artez Press, 2016

72 pages / full colour + 4 pantone / 155 x 205mm
+ different sizes / print run: 1200 / printer: robstolk
/ Silver European Design Award 2017

This book contains writings by Bernard Colenbrander and Christian Rapp on
the work of British architect David Chipperfield. Chipperfield’s architecture is
informed by the understanding and interpretation of specific contexts. Inserted
in between the text pages are pages of varying sizes. These contain images of

various David Chipperfield projects. Each image is placed within a distinct
context such as, setting, history, or colour. Thematic points of departure that also
play a central role in Chipperfield’s work.

08. David Chipperfield The embedded nomad
Sikkens Foundation / Artez Press, 2016

03. CRISIS! exhibition design
Kunsthal Rotterdam, 2011

Design for a group exhibition with documentary photography that visualises the
crisis in the Netherlands. A red wall, 24 metres long and 6 metres high, is placed
diagonally in the room. The wall cuts the room in half, creating an increasingly
narrowing space that tappers off into a corner. This cramped space makes the
feeling of crisis immediately tangible.

03. CRISIS! publication
Kunsthal, Rotterdam, 2011

48 pages / 415 x 580mm / full colour / rotary printing /
print run: 50.000 / printer: Dijkman

The publication for the exhibition Crisis! is a newspaper in the format of an
old-fashioned broadsheet newspaper (41,5cm x 58cm). Within this format an
imaginary tabloid format is marked out. Everything within the imaginary tabloid
format is in full colour. Everything outside is printed in black and white. This
represents a radical crisis intervention.

03. CRISIS! publication
Kunsthal, Rotterdam, 2011

01. Typeface in Skin, alphabet
Thijs Verbeek, 2008

photographer: Arjan Benning

01. Typeface in Skin, alphabet
Thijs Verbeek, 2008

02. Amsterdam Fantastic Film Festival,
campaignposter
AFFF / Imagine Festival, 2008

full-colour / silkscreen /
photographer: Arjan Benning /
Red Dot Award 2009

06. Stella by Starlight, birth announcement
Thijs Verbeek, 2014

folded poster / 3 pms / 1000 x 700mm /
print run: 200 / printer: Zwaan /
Bronze European Design Award 2015

Birth announcement card for Stella. Size: 70 x 100 centimeters. The positions of
the stars are depicted on the front. A capture of the moment that Stella was born.

06. Stella by Starlight, birth announcement
Thijs Verbeek, 2014

On the back, there’s a lunar calendar based on the cycles of the lunar phases.
The months are reclassified. A month now starts on the 16th (her day of birth)
and ends at the 15th. The days are numbered so on each day you can see
what age she is. The calendar spans from May 16th 2014 to May 16th 2015.

06. Stella by Starlight, birth announcement
Thijs Verbeek, 2014

Thijs Verbeek graphic design

Thijs Verbeek, born in Amsterdam (NL), 1978

awards

– Gold Cube, ADC 98th Annual Awards 2019
– Bronze Cube, ADC 98th Annual Awards 2019
– Gold, European Design Award 2018
– Silver, European Design Award 2018
– Silver, European Design Award 2018
– Nominatie, ADCN Award 2018
– Gold, European Design Award 2017
– Silver, European Design Award 2017
– Silver, European Design Award 2017
– Silver, European Design Award 2017
– Bronze, European Design Award 2016
– Bronze, European Design Award 2015
– Bronze, European Design Award 2015
– Silver, European Design Award 2011
– Red Dot Award 2009 (posters)
– Red Dot Award 2009 (editorial)
– Gold, European Design Award 2009
– Best Dutch Annual Report Awards 2006

honours

– Start Stipendium, Fonds BKVB 2007
– Start Stipendium, Fonds BKVB 2009
– Work in collection of the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam (NL)
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